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This paper evaluates the Car Allowance Rebate System (CARS) by comparing the vehicle purchases and disposals of households with eligible “clunkers” to those of households with similar but ineligible vehicles. CARS caused roughly 500,000 purchases during the program period. The provision of liquidity, through a rebate usable as a down payment, was critical in generating this large response. Participation was rare among households that owned clunkers with outstanding loans, which required loan repayment. This decline in participation is attributed to households’ preference for lower down payments and distinguished from the effects of income, other indebtedness, and the program subsidy. (JEL E23, E62, G51, H24, H31)

During the Great Recession, policymakers used a range of fiscal policies to stimulate consumer demand, including temporary tax credits and price subsidies on durable goods. Temporary incentives for the purchase of durable goods, like temporary subsidies for capital investment by businesses, can in theory have large effects by altering the timing of purchases. But the responses to such incentives are often found to be quite low. A possible explanation is that intertemporal substitution is limited by financial constraints. People may forgo substantial price subsidies if they lack the liquidity to make down payments or the debt capacity sufficient to secure loans. Even in the absence of binding financial constraints, in...
economic downturns consumers may be unwilling to deplete valuable liquidity or debt capacity to respond to a large price subsidy.

We study the Car Allowance Rebate System (CARS) program to understand the importance of financial frictions for the impact and design of this type of fiscal stimulus program. Under CARS, colloquially known as “Cash for Clunkers,” the US government provided $3,500 to $4,500 rebates to consumers who traded in and scrapped old, fuel-inefficient automobiles and purchased new, more efficient ones during July and August of 2009. Transactions were submitted at roughly seven times the anticipated rate, and despite Congress tripling available funding shortly after the program started, CARS ran out of money in just over a month. Because the rebates were paid at the time of the transaction rather than as credits on households’ tax returns, they could be used as down payments for new vehicles. CARS rebates therefore provided not only a price subsidy but also the liquidity to exploit it. Separating the liquidity feature of the program from that of the economic subsidy alone, we provide evidence that this aspect of CARS’ design—liquidity provision—was critical for the large response to the price subsidy. Further, we estimate the elasticity of new vehicle transactions to the CARS subsidy, thereby adding to the literature quantifying the aggregate effect of the program (e.g., Mian and Sufi 2012 and Hoekstra, Puller, and West 2017).

We use data from the Consumer Expenditure Interview Survey (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2005–2010) and a differences-in-difference approach to measure the causal impact of CARS. Passenger cars rated at 18 miles per gallon (MPG) or lower qualified for the CARS subsidy, while vehicles with efficiency of 19 MPG or higher did not. We use these fuel efficiency cutoffs to create a treatment group of vehicles eligible for CARS (“clunkers”) and a control group of similar but ineligible vehicles with fuel efficiency ratings above the cutoff (“close-to-clunkers”). We identify the effect of CARS by comparing the rates at which treatment and control group vehicles are traded in for new vehicles during the program period and thereafter. We exclude from the estimation sample vehicles with fuel efficiency more than 6 MPG above or below the cutoff and vehicles with estimated trade-in value above $5,000, for which the CARS rebate provided no subsidy. Within the estimation sample, the treatment and control groups have similar average vehicle value, vehicle age, and owner’s income.

We estimate that the CARS program raised the probability that a household with an eligible, low-value vehicle exchanged its old vehicle for a new one by one and a half percentage points, which represents roughly a quadrupling of the baseline probability. In dollar terms, CARS raised the average spending on new vehicle purchases by $320 for each existing clunker eligible for trade-in under the program, consistent with our estimate of the increase in the probability of purchase and the average purchase price of about $22,000. These results are robust to controlling for vehicle and household characteristics and to conducting the analysis at either the vehicle or the household level. As further validation of our model’s identifying assumptions, we confirm that CARS had no effect in two placebo tests. Used vehicle purchases, which were ineligible for CARS, were similar between the treatment and control groups during the program period. New vehicle purchases were likewise similar
between the treatment and control groups during the summer of 2008 when no pro-
gram like CARS was in effect.

Because the CARS program required scrapping the old vehicle, the economic
value of the subsidy was the face value of the credit minus the vehicle’s trade-in
value in the absence of the program. We show that the CARS program increased
the probability of purchasing or leasing a new vehicle by half a percentage point per
$1,000 of economic subsidy. As compared with existing estimates of the average
response, our measure of the program impact per dollar of economic subsidy is
independent of the distribution of values of existing vehicles (which differ across
samples used by previous studies).

The participation in CARS decreased with the liquidity required to intertempo-
raly substitute and take advantage of the temporary subsidy. For many households,
a CARS rebate would have been sufficient to cover a down payment, allowing them
to participate in CARS irrespective of their liquid savings or preference for main-
taining a liquidity buffer. For households that owned old vehicles with outstanding
loans, however, the liquidity demands were much higher, as participation required
immediate repayment of the prior loan. We find a substantially lower treatment
effect of the program for this group of households, consistent with liquidity require-
ments limiting the response to the large price subsidy provided by CARS. In fact,
the program had no effect on the purchases of households with outstanding loans on
their old vehicles. While one might be concerned that households with clunkers that
secure loans are less responsive for other reasons, this differential response remains
after controlling for differences in the effect of CARS related to household income,
liquid assets, and the size of the subsidy. The differential response is also specific to
loans secured by the potential trade-in: we find no difference in program response
for households with other outstanding loans, presumably because these debts are not
due upon participation in CARS.

While we find striking evidence that a liquidity requirement inhibited program
participation, we are unable to pinpoint whether this is due to explicit liquidity con-
straints or a more general reluctance of households to draw down available liquidity
in the depths of the Great Recession. Economic downturns deplete liquidity, and
continued uncertainty makes available liquidity more valuable. Indeed, while those
with the least assets are least likely to respond to the program, controlling for the
relationship between program response and available liquidity does not significantly
decrease our estimate of the importance of the liquidity requirement of the CARS
program.

In contrast to our findings on liquidity, we find no relationship between debt
capacity and participation in CARS. Despite apparently low debt capacity, house-
holds with income in the bottom tercile (less than $24,000 per year after taxes), with
high debt-payment-to-income ratios (33 percent or higher), or with high mortgage
leverage (loan-to-value ratio above 100 percent) still partake in the CARS program
at close to the average rate in the full sample. One potential explanation for this
finding is that the CARS rebate provided enough collateral coverage to substantially
relax debt capacity constraints. Our statistical power in these subsample tests is
low, however, so it may also be that debt capacity had significant effects that we are
unable to detect within our sample.
Finally, we estimate the impact of CARS on aggregate vehicle purchases and expenditures. Under the assumption that CARS had no impact on trade-ins of ineligible vehicles, we aggregate the predicted increases in individual purchases across the national distribution of clunkers. We find that CARS caused, in a partial equilibrium sense, 506,000 new purchases, relative to 680,000 vehicles traded in under the program. This estimate lies within, but at the upper end of, the range of aggregate impacts found in previous studies. We further estimate that CARS induced $11 billion of new vehicle purchases in the third quarter of 2009 ($44 billion at an annual rate) at a fiscal cost of $2.85 billion. While CARS increased consumption demand with minimal government outlays and coincided with the end of the Great Recession, its effect on vehicle spending may have been short-lived. Our analysis does not reject the finding in Mian and Sufi (2012) that demand was drawn from purchases that would have occurred anyway over the subsequent seven months.

Our findings imply that liquidity requirements can substantially reduce the impact of a temporary incentive to purchase durable goods, especially during recessions when financial constraints are the most binding and available liquidity is valuable. Therefore, programs that bundle liquidity with subsidies, such as by disbursing rebates at purchase rather than as year-end tax credits or mail-in rebates, maximize take-up and are more equitable across households with varying amounts of liquid savings. Other constraints on borrowing do not appear to have hindered participation. While we can only measure the impact of CARS as it was implemented in 2009, these implications seem likely to hold more broadly because they held during a financial crisis in which lending standards had tightened significantly.

I. Related Literature

Our paper relates to the literatures on fiscal stimulus, household financial constraints, and purchases of durable goods. Studies of lump-sum stimulus programs also find an important role for household liquidity in causing spending, but for programs where payments naturally provide liquidity and do not depend on purchase behavior. Vehicle purchases in particular seem to follow from substantial increases in household liquidity, as caused by cash stimulus payments (Parker et al. 2013), minimum wage hikes (Aaronson, Agarwal, and French 2012), and tax refunds (Adams, Einav, and Levin 2009). The model in Rampini (2019) highlights the relevance of liquidity constraints for purchase of goods with high durability, such as new vehicles. Around the time of the CARS program, automobile purchases were also sensitive to credit supply (Benmelech, Meisenzahl, and Ramcharan 2017). Finally, the analysis of the first-time homebuyer tax credit by Berger, Turner, and Zwick (2020)
suggests that take-up was amplified among households for which the credit relaxed
down payment constraints (as proxied by FICO score).

With respect to existing research on the CARS program, our paper is unique in
using nationally representative household-level data, as well as the first to mea-
sure the roles of household financial constraints and the economic subsidy. Mian
and Sufi (2012) compares the rates of new vehicle registrations across cities that
differed in their preprogram share of clunkers and estimates that CARS caused
between 340,000 and 400,000 additional purchases by August 2009 but no differ-
ence in cumulative purchases by March 2010. We find a larger initial impact, a
difference we analyze in Section VF. In contrast, we use microdata to study (and
control for) the effect of household characteristics such as liquidity and to more
accurately assign vehicles to similar treatment and comparison groups. That said,
our data comprise a relatively small sample of households compared to aggregated
data on all households in each geographic area.

Hoekstra, Puller, and West (2017) uses the discontinuity in program eligibility
at 18 MPG to identify the effect of CARS on total vehicle spending in Texas. The
paper shows that CARS caused owners of just-eligible vehicles to purchase more
fuel-efficient but smaller and substantially less expensive vehicles. Their estimates
imply that CARS ultimately reduced aggregate vehicle spending despite inducing
an initial increase in spending and purchases at the time of the program. Since the
response of owners of 18-MPG vehicles may not be representative of the response
of all owners, we measure the average impact of the program using a wider range
of fuel efficiencies.

II. The CARS Program

A. Overview

The Car Allowance Rebate System (CARS) was designed to stimulate automo-
bile sales and production and to provide environmental benefits by reducing fuel
consumption and pollution. The program provided a $3,500 or $4,500 credit for
trading in an old, fuel-inefficient vehicle and purchasing or leasing a new, more
fuel-efficient vehicle. Cars that were traded in were scrapped by having the engine
and drivetrain destroyed. Many countries have adopted similar scrappage programs,
including Germany, France, the United Kingdom, Spain, South Korea, Japan, China,
Italy, Portugal, and the Netherlands.

In total, CARS provided $2.85 billion of credits on nearly 680,000 transactions
in July and August of 2009. Congress first considered the program in early 2009
and passed the authorizing legislation on June 24, 2009. The Department of
Transportation established program rules one month later, and dealers began sub-
mitting transactions on July 27, 2009. Program participation exceeded expecta-
tions, with a flow of trade-ins seven times the expected rate (National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration 2009), and the initial funding of $1 billion was
exhausted in the first week. Congress responded by appropriating an addi-
tional $2 billion that sustained the program through its ultimate end date of
August 24, 2009, which was still more than two months ahead of the legal
end of the program, November 1, 2009. We measure the impact of the program as implemented, including its early termination.

B. Program Eligibility

In order to receive the CARS credit, a household had to trade in a qualifying vehicle and purchase or lease a new vehicle with sufficient improvement in fuel economy over the trade-in. Whether a trade-in vehicle qualified for the CARS credit also depended on its age, condition, and recent insurance and registration status. For fuel economy, passenger cars and small trucks (category 1 and some category 2 vehicles) qualified if they had a combined (city and highway) fuel economy of 18 MPG or less. Large trucks (category 3 and some category 2 vehicles), for which the Department of Energy does not rate fuel economy, were screened instead on vehicle age, with model years 2001 and earlier eligible for a credit. Regardless of vehicle type, all trade-ins had to be less than 25 years old (model year 1984 or later) in order to qualify. Finally, all qualifying trade-ins had to be in drivable condition and continuously registered and insured to the current owner for the prior year.

Whether a new purchased or leased vehicle qualified for the CARS credit depended on its price, its fuel economy, and the improvement in fuel economy between the trade-in and the new vehicle. New vehicles were ineligible if the manufacturer suggested retail price exceeded $45,000. New passenger automobiles also had to have a combined fuel economy of 22 MPG or higher and at least 4 MPG greater than the trade-in vehicle. New category 1 trucks were required to have fuel economy of at least 18 MPG and at least 2 MPG greater than the clunker. New category 2 trucks were required to get at least 15 MPG and 1 MPG more than the associated clunker. New category 3 trucks had no minimum MPG but could not be larger than the trade-in vehicle.

C. Program Credit and Economic Subsidy

The credit on eligible transactions was either $3,500 or $4,500, with the larger credit granted for greater improvement in fuel economy between the trade-in and the new vehicle. For example, a customer purchasing a new passenger car received a credit of $3,500 if the fuel economy improvement was between 4 and 9 MPG and received $4,500 if the improvement was 10 MPG or more. Similar rules, but requiring smaller improvements in fuel efficiency, applied to each category of light truck. Table 1 summarizes the credit paid for each combination of new and trade-in vehicle. Credits were remitted directly to dealers, who were responsible for submitting the required documentation.

The economic subsidy provided by the CARS program was not the statutory $3,500 or $4,500 but instead was this amount less the value of the trade-in. That is, the program did not provide a fixed subsidy that could be received in addition to any private trade-in value. Rather, because trade-ins were scrapped, the CARS program effectively replaced the market value of the used car available outside of the program with the fixed CARS rebate. For example, for a CARS rebate of $4,500, the
true economic subsidy would be $0 for a trade-in with value of $4,500, whereas it would be $3,500 for a trade-in worth $1,000.

Finally, Busse et al. (2012) finds no evidence that CARS rebates changed the transaction prices for new vehicles or the subsequent prices of used vehicles eligible for the program. With the incidence of the program entirely on consumers, there is no need to adjust for price changes in our measure of the economic subsidy.

III. Data

A. Data Sources

We use data from four sources. We employ the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer Expenditure Survey for information on car purchases and trade-ins for a stratified random sample of US households (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2005–2010). We merge these data with measures of vehicle fuel economy, trade-in values, and vehicle registrations from the Environmental Protection Agency (Office of Energy

Table 1—CARS Eligibility Requirements and Rebate Amounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New vehicle type</th>
<th>New vehicle fuel economy</th>
<th>Trade-in vehicle type</th>
<th>Difference in MPG, new versus trade-in</th>
<th>Rebate amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passenger automobile:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• All passenger cars.</td>
<td>At least 22 MPG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 1 truck:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• All SUVs w/GVWR ≤ 10,000 lbs.</td>
<td>At least 18 MPG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pickups w/GVWR &lt; 8,500 lbs. and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheelbase ≤ 115 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passenger vans and cargo vans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/GVWR &lt; 8,500 lbs. and wheelbase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 124 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 2 truck:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pickups w/GVWR ≤ 8,500 lbs. and</td>
<td>At least 15 MPG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheelbase &gt; 115 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passenger vans and cargo vans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/GVWR ≤ 8,500 lbs. and wheelbase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 124 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 3 truck:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trucks w/GVWR 8,500–10,000 lbs.</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that are either large cargo vans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or pick-up trucks w/cargo bed &gt; 72 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Fuel economy requirements are based on EPA’s combined city/highway ratings. To be eligible, a trade-in vehicle must have a fuel economy rating of 18 MPG or less. Category 3 trucks do not have EPA fuel economy ratings.


5 Specifically, the transaction price of new cars (inclusive of manufacturer rebates and trade-in value, and adjusted for options) around the time of CARS is independent of whether a CARS rebate was used in the purchase; changes in manufacturer rebates across vehicles are not related to differences in purchases under CARS; subsequent prices in wholesale used car markets across vehicles were unrelated to the share of vehicles traded in under CARS.
Efficiency and Renewable Energy 2008), Edmunds (2011), and R.L. Polk (IHS Markit 2017), respectively. We also obtain manufacturer suggested retail prices (MSRPs) from NewCarTestDrive.com (2017) and J.D. Power and Associates (2017).

Our main data come from the Consumer Expenditure Interview Survey (CE), which tracks respondents’ expenditures for one year through interviews every three months. The survey collects information on the make, model, and model year of each household’s vehicles when they enter the survey and in each subsequent interview. To preserve respondent confidentiality, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) suppresses the vehicle model in the public use files, but, following BLS protocols, we obtained access to confidential internal records that include the vehicle model. The CE provides detailed information on each vehicle acquisition and disposal: the month of the transaction, the purchase or sale price, the type of vehicle (new or used), and whether it was purchased or leased. For purchases, the CE also reports the net purchase price as well as the value of the trade-in, if any. For leases, the CE does not report a “purchase price,” but we approximate it with the average manufacturer’s suggested retail price for the make, model and model year. If the purchase was financed, the CE reports the amounts of the down payment and the loan. We use this information to measure (i) the CARS eligibility of potential trade-ins; (ii) the sale, trade-in, or disposal of an existing vehicle; (iii) the purchase or lease of an additional vehicle; and (iv) the outstanding debt secured by a potential trade-in. We also use CE information on household demographics, income, assets, and debts.

We measure the fuel economy of CE vehicles using data from the EPA and R.L. Polk. The EPA rates the combined city-highway fuel economy by vehicle make, model, model year, and the pertinent “model options,” such as transmission type and drivetrain. These ratings are primarily determined at the date of release of each vehicle, but they are periodically updated. Because CARS eligibility was determined by the EPA’s 2008 methodology, we emailed the EPA (fueleconomy@ornl.gov) to obtain fuel economy ratings as of 2008. R.L. Polk tracks vehicle registrations for each vehicle type. Since model options are not reported in the CE, we compute each vehicle’s weighted average fuel economy given its make, model, and model year, weighing each model option by its share of nationwide registrations as of January 2009. We also calculate for each vehicle the share of registrations above or below the CARS MPG cutoff. For some records, the CE reports a vehicle that is not in the fuel economy file. For example, a household might report having a 2005 Jeep Cherokee, though Jeep Cherokee was only made through 2004. For such instances, we use the MPG of the same model manufactured one year before or after the reported model year if it exists. If no match exists within one model year, we exclude the reported vehicle from our analysis since we cannot reliably estimate the vehicle’s eligibility for CARS.

We measure the value of CE vehicles and the associated CARS subsidy using data from Edmunds.com. Edmunds calculates monthly estimates of trade-in value by make, model, and model year from actual transactions reported by car dealers. We use the estimated values in May 2009 for vehicles of average condition.

Information on the purchase price of new vehicles comes from the CE data, except for leased vehicles. We proxy for the purchase price of leased vehicles by collecting data on manufacturer suggested retail prices (MSRPs) from
NewCarTestDrive.com and J.D. Power. When MSRP values are reported for multiple trims, we use their equal-weighted average. The majority of the data come from NewCarTestDrive.com, and when not available they are supplemented with data from J.D. Power.

**B. Validating the CE Vehicle Data: Trade-ins during CARS**

Figure 1 provides validation that the CE data measure meaningful responses to the CARS program and that consumers are fairly accurate in timing their CARS-related purchases. Panel A shows the share of new vehicle purchases that are associated with vehicle trade-ins of exactly $3,500 or $4,500, the CARS credit amounts. In most months outside of the program period, very few respondents—roughly 5 percent—report trade-ins of such amounts. During the CARS program, the share increases significantly to 22 percent in July 2009 and 39 percent in August 2009, the peak month of the program. In contrast, panel B shows that the corresponding shares for purchases of used vehicles, which are clearly ineligible for CARS, are low and show no increase around the time of the CARS program.

Notably, the share of $3,500 and $4,500 trade-ins for new purchases remains elevated at 23 percent in September 2009 after the end of the program. This pattern of delayed program response may reflect the timing of vehicle delivery. An estimated 50,000 CARS transactions entailed September delivery despite the purchase occurring before the program’s August 24 end date (Krebs 2009). The timing in the CE is based on household reports of expenditures, and many consumers may have reported the delivery date rather than the purchase date. Another possibility is that the delayed response results from recall error (Koijen, Van Nieuwerburgh, and Vestman 2015), as households interviewed in the fall of 2009 recall their purchase as occurring in September as opposed to August. Such recall error does not appear to be too severe, however, since the proportion of $3,500 and $4,500 trade-ins returns to its normal low level by October 2009.

**IV. Sample and Methodology**

We measure the effect of the CARS program on vehicle purchases by comparing a treatment group of eligible trade-in vehicles to a control group of similar but ineligible vehicles. For this comparison to identify the causal effects of the program, the rates of trade-in and new purchases in the treatment and comparison groups would have to be similar in the absence of the CARS program. Therefore, we construct a relatively homogeneous sample of vehicles, precisely allocate vehicles to treatment and comparison groups based on program eligibility at the vehicle level, and check the similarity of the characteristics of the treatment and control groups.

To construct the sample, we select vehicles owned by CE households as of June 2009. We exclude vehicles manufactured before 1985 since they were ineligible for CARS. We also exclude vehicles with average trade-in values above $5,000, for which the CARS rebate likely provided no economic subsidy. Finally, we exclude vehicles of extreme fuel economy, for which more than 25 percent of registrations are below 12 MPG or above 25 MPG. The
remaining sample includes vehicles of limited age, low value, and intermediate fuel economy.

Why not focus on a narrower range of MPG? One answer is sample size. But, equally important, CARS linked both program eligibility and the size of the
subsidy to the difference in fuel economy between the clunker and the new vehicle. Conditional on having a clunker, the greater the fuel economy of the clunker, the more restricted was the set of new vehicles that qualified. It is reasonable to believe that households with high-MPG clunkers, who faced a limited choice of new cars that would be eligible for the subsidy, were less likely to participate than households with lower-MPG clunkers. In order to estimate the average effect of the program, we do not study responses only for clunkers immediately below the fuel efficiency cutoff. In a robustness exercise discussed in Section VE, we restrict the sample to a narrower range of 16 to 21 MPG.

Within our sample we measure CARS eligibility based on the vehicle’s fuel economy and purchase date. We assign a vehicle of a given make, model, and model year to the treatment group if at least 75 percent of its registrations have fuel economy of 18 MPG or lower and if it was purchased no later than July 2008. And we assign the vehicle to the control group if at least 75 percent of its registrations have fuel economy of 19 MPG or higher or if it was purchased after July 2008. We drop from the sample any vehicles that are not assigned by these rules—e.g., vehicles with equal shares of registrations above and below 18 MPG—because there is significant uncertainty over whether they belong in the treatment or control groups.6

Table 2 displays summary statistics. Comparing the means of different characteristics, the treatment and control groups (under the column header “Classified”) look quite similar. The control group consists of slightly newer vehicles that have a somewhat higher probability of having an outstanding loan, but with a slightly lower balance. Households that own vehicles in the treatment group have quite similar income to those that own vehicles in the control group. The unassigned vehicles, which are the majority, look quite different. They are younger, more fuel efficient, and (by construction) more valuable than vehicles assigned to the treatment and control groups. We report summary statistics for unassigned vehicles in Table OA1 of the online Appendix.

Turning to our methodology, our main dependent variable is cumulative vehicle purchases associated with a potential trade-in. We measure program responses at the vehicle level, tracking if and when a vehicle is replaced by the purchase or lease of a new vehicle. In a robustness check, we also measure new purchases or leases at the household level without conditioning on disposal of an existing vehicle. Because the CE does not explicitly link specific vehicle disposals to replacement vehicle purchases, we apply the following algorithm to match purchases and disposals. We first assume that a purchase or lease is associated with a vehicle disposal if it occurs in the same month as the disposal. If no contemporaneous disposal exists, we then assign the purchase to disposals within one month that are not otherwise assigned. We code the indicator variable \( \text{Transaction}_{it} \) to be one if the household disposes of vehicle \( i \) within one month of the purchase or lease of a new car in month \( t \). We also measure spending by taking the product of \( \text{Transaction}_{it} \) and the gross price of the vehicle purchased or leased. When there are multiple disposals that could be

---

6 When the purchase date of an owned vehicle is missing, we assume that it had been owned for more than a year since this is much more common in the purchase dates we do observe, and people are more likely to forget purchase dates when they are further in the past.
associated with a purchase, we divide the purchase equally among the disposals; when there are two purchases associated with a disposal, we include them both. We apply this procedure identically in the treatment and control groups. We then cumulate the purchases or leases (or spending) associated with each vehicle:

\[
\text{Transactions}_{iT} = \sum_{t=\text{July}2009}^{\text{Month }T} \text{Transaction}_{iT}.
\]

We estimate a separate cross-sectional, vehicle-level regression for each month, \(T\), July 2009 through April 2010:

\[
\text{Transactions}_{iT} = \alpha_T + \beta_T \text{Clunker}_i + \sigma_T X_i + \varepsilon_{iT},
\]
where Clunker is an indicator variable for whether the vehicle is eligible for CARS. The regression coefficient $\beta_T$ measures the cumulative difference—between June 2009 and month $T$—in the likelihood of purchase for a clunker relative to a close-to-clunker. The parameter $\alpha_T$ captures common variation in cumulative purchases in the treatment and control groups at each horizon. The additional control variables $X$ relax the assumption of parallel trends between the two groups by allowing for variation in the rate of purchases due to factors, such as household income and vehicle age, that may differ between the treatment and control groups. We vary $X$ to include survey features (interview number), household characteristics (income), and/or vehicle characteristics (vehicle age and value and MPG). Because $\sigma_T$ differs across periods, the slope coefficients on these control variables are allowed to differ by month.

In the second part of our analysis, we look at how the effect of CARS differs across vehicles or households with different characteristics by including an interaction term between Clunker and $Z_i \subset X_i$:

$$\text{Transactions}_{iT} = \alpha_T + \beta_T \text{Clunker}_i + \gamma_T Z_i \text{Clunker}_i + \sigma_T X_i + \epsilon_{iT}. \quad (3)$$

In this model, each $\beta_T$ coefficient measures the cumulative difference (up to month $T$) in the likelihood of trade-in for a clunker (relative to a close-to-clunker) conditional on the value of the variables in $Z_i$ equaling zero. And $\gamma_T \times Z_i$ measures the differential change in the probability of purchase for vehicles with characteristic $Z_i$. For example, to account for differential sensitivity to CARS based on the available subsidy, we estimate a model that includes an interaction between program eligibility and estimated trade-in value outside of the CARS program. That is, for this model with $Z_i = \text{Value}_i$, the coefficient $\beta_T$ measures the program response for the subset of vehicles with zero trade-in value, which then receive a maximum subsidy equal to the CARS rebate. And $\gamma_T \times \text{Value}_i$ measures the change in the probability of purchase for vehicles with higher trade-in values. We also use these specifications to test the importance of liquidity and debt capacity for the response to the CARS program.

While we cannot directly test our identifying assumptions, in Section VE we run two placebo tests to understand whether our treatment and control groups differ in observed ways. First, we check that there is no difference in purchases between our defined treatment and control groups when the CARS program is not run. Using 2008 data, we follow exactly the sample procedures to construct our sample and treatment and control groups, and we run our analysis in exactly the same months when, of course, there was no CARS program. Second, we run our main analysis in the period of CARS with our identical treatment and control groups but with the dependent variable measuring purchases or leases of used vehicles. Both placebo analyses find no effects and so support our assumption that absent CARS, our treatment and control groups would have behaved similarly.

What exactly does our methodology estimate? This approach estimates the response to having a vehicle that is eligible for CARS instead of a similar vehicle that is not eligible, in the world in which the CARS program was run. This has two implications. First, under the assumption that general equilibrium effects
have the same average impact on households with similar vehicles that are eligible and ineligible for CARS, our estimate can be aggregated to reveal the partial-equilibrium impulse response of aggregate demand to the CARS program. Second, our estimates of the temporal dynamics of the program and of the heterogeneity in program impact across household and vehicle characteristics are both conditional on the aggregate outcomes we observe. For example, had the recession not ended when CARS was run, the effects of the CARS program may not have been rapidly reversed, or the pattern of its impact across households and vehicles might have been different from what we find.

V. The Impact of CARS on Vehicle Purchases

A. Average Impact

Panel A of Table 3 reports estimates of the impact of the CARS program on new vehicle purchases and leases based on equation (2) at several horizons and with different sets of control variables. The first column shows estimates without any control variables, reflecting the difference in cumulative purchase rate between the treated clunker vehicles and the otherwise similar close-to-clunker vehicles that were not eligible for the program. The main finding from the first column is that there is a statistically significant and substantial effect of the program, primarily during August 2009. Eligibility for the CARS program increased the rate at which households disposed of an existing vehicle for the purchase or lease of a new vehicle by 1.22 percent ($p < 0.01$) by the end of August and by 1.43 percent ($p < 0.01$) by the end of September. During the same period, close-to-clunker vehicles had a disposal rate of 0.5 percent toward the purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The rate at which clunkers were traded in for a new purchase or lease therefore nearly quadrupled during the program period from 0.5 percent to 1.9 percent.

Although the CARS program stopped accepting applications in August, we consider purchases made during September as part of the treatment effect of the program. Our reading of the CE questionnaire is that the reported purchase date could be interpreted as the delivery date, and many CARS purchases entailed September delivery. Further, the evidence on trade-in amounts shown in Figure 1 suggests that CARS purchases were indeed reported in September in the CE data.

Table 3 also reports the longer run response to the CARS program by estimating cumulative purchases through April 2010. The fact that these long run estimates turn negative and are statistically indistinguishable from zero suggests that CARS rebates may have simply accelerated purchases that would have happened without the subsidy. We discuss the validity of this interpretation further in Section VD.

The remaining columns of panel A of Table 3 show that our estimate of the program response is robust to the inclusion of a variety of controls for survey structure (interview number and missing interviews), household characteristics (income), and vehicle characteristics (age and value, and then also fuel efficiency). The estimated impact rises as we increase the number of control variables, although the differences are not statistically significant. The only column with economically noticeably larger estimates is the last column, which includes the control for fuel efficiency.
Fuel efficiency is obviously highly correlated with the CARS program, and one can see that power substantially declines in the last column when we include fuel efficiency; standard errors increase by 50 percent.

Turning to dollar spending, panel B of Table 3 shows the results from estimation of equation (2) in which the dependent variable is the cumulative dollar amount of new vehicle transactions. Because not all people with eligible vehicles took advantage of CARS, eligibility caused an average of $263 of spending through August and $326 through the end of September per eligible vehicle according to the first column of panel B, and by larger (but not statistically significantly larger) amounts with more control variables.

These dollar amounts are consistent with our estimates of the increase in the number of purchases and what we know about the average purchase price under CARS. One can compute the average price of a new car purchase caused by CARS

| Panel A. Cumulative rate (%) of new vehicles purchased or leased since August 2009 |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| | Estimated impact | Sample size | No controls | All controls except MPG | All controls |
| Clunker through August 2009 | 3,548 | 1.22 | 1.29 | 1.43 |
| | | (0.36) | (0.37) | (0.52) |
| | | [0.51, 1.93] | [0.57, 2.01] | [0.40, 2.46] |
| Clunker through September 2009 | 3,162 | 1.42 | 1.56 | 1.72 |
| | | (0.43) | (0.45) | (0.63) |
| | | [0.57, 2.27] | [0.67, 2.44] | [0.48, 2.96] |
| Clunker through April 2010 | 749 | −0.35 | −0.29 | 0.14 |
| | | (0.95) | (0.96) | (1.55) |
| | | [−2.22, 1.53] | [−2.16, 1.59] | [−2.90, 3.18] |

| Panel B. Cumulative spending on new vehicles purchased or leased since August 2009 |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| | Estimated impact | Sample size | No controls | All controls except MPG | All controls |
| Clunker through August 2009 | 3,548 | 262.7 | 286.0 | 315.9 |
| | | (86.4) | (87.9) | (120.7) |
| | | [93, 432] | [114, 458] | [79, 553] |
| Clunker through September 2009 | 3,162 | 326.1 | 367.8 | 403.9 |
| | | (106.9) | (111.2) | (151.2) |
| | | [117, 536] | [150, 586] | [107, 700] |
| Clunker through April 2010 | 749 | 58.3 | 83.6 | 204.6 |
| | | (265.4) | (260.8) | (383.9) |
| | | [−463, 580] | [−429, 596] | [−549, 959] |

Notes: This table reports analysis of the rate and value of new vehicle purchases and leases during the CARS program and thereafter. The Clunker coefficients in panel A are multiplied by 100 and measure the percentage point difference in cumulative vehicle purchases (since July 2009) associated with CARS-eligible trade-in vehicles compared to similar but ineligible trade-ins. Panel B reports specifications that measure the total dollar expenditure in the Clunker group. The regression sample includes Clunker and Close-to-Clunker vehicles, as defined in Table 2, with estimated trade-in value of $5,000 or less that were owned as of June 2009. The column headings indicate the control variables, which include vehicle age, trade-in value and fuel economy (MPG), household after-tax income, the number of CE interviews ever completed by the household, and the total number of CE interviews missed to date. Vehicle age is the number of months since January of the vehicle model-year. Vehicle trade-in value and fuel economy are averaged across drivetrain configurations of the make, model, and model year. The standard errors, which are reported in parentheses, and 95 percent confidence intervals, reported in brackets, are calculated with observations clustered by household.
according to our estimates by dividing the unconditional expenditure coefficients in panel B by the incremental purchase probabilities in panel A. Our estimate of the average price of a new car purchase caused by CARS using the no-controls point estimate through September 2009 is $22,965, which is very close to the average price of all new cars purchased that made use of the program. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (2009b) report, the average vehicle purchased using the CARS program was $22,450. Similarly, in the CE data, new vehicle purchases between July and September 2009 with trade-in value of $3,500 or $4,500 (plotted in Figure 1) have an average purchase price of $22,283.

Our estimate of the average impact per eligible vehicle is not directly comparable to the estimates of other studies, which use different sample restrictions and rules for assigning program eligibility. We therefore defer such comparisons to Section VF, where we estimate the program's aggregate impact.

B. Economic Subsidy

How responsive were households to the program's economic subsidy? In addition to providing a parameter useful for the design of similar programs, the answer to this question provides an estimate of CARS on the behavior of a household facing a given subsidy, rather than an estimate that is intermediated by sample selection and the distribution of subsidies within any given sample.

Table 4 displays estimates from equation (3) with an interaction between Clunker and the trade-in value of the vehicle. The economic value of the CARS subsidy is the rebate of $4,500 (or, less common, $3,500 for a smaller increase in fuel efficiency) less the trade-in value of the vehicle. The first two columns of panel A show that an eligible vehicle of no value has a 2.5 percent chance of being traded in under CARS (first row), an effect roughly double the baseline effect in Table 3. The second row shows that each additional $1,000 in estimated trade-in value reduces the probability of purchase under CARS by around half a percentage point, so an eligible make, model, and model year vehicle worth $4,500 is estimated to be no more likely to be traded in during CARS than an equivalent ineligible vehicle. These results are summarized graphically in Figure 2.

The last two columns in panel A of Table 4 display the results of the same regressions with cumulative value of new vehicles as the dependent variable. Looking at the last column, for each $1,000 of used vehicle value, the average value of spending on new vehicles was $74 lower. A worthless eligible vehicle generated $553 in expected new vehicle transactions and implied a unit purchase value of $21,265. An eligible vehicle worth $4,500 still generated an expected $220 in new vehicle purchases or leases.

Is it reasonable to believe that CARS caused an increased rate of purchase for vehicles worth on average $4,500? It is. There is actually a distribution of trade-in values associated with any make, model, and model year. Since presumably the least valuable vehicles within any model year are the most likely to be traded in under CARS, the average trade-in value may be an overestimate, particularly for vehicles that are marginal, around the $4,500 value. Thus, vehicles traded in under
CARS that are of a make, model, and model year worth $4,500 on average are actually worth less and so receive some subsidy for participation in CARS.\textsuperscript{7}

To investigate this point further, panel B of Table 4 reports the results of expanding our sample to include vehicles of more valuable make, model, and model years and allowing for a nonlinear effect of the CARS subsidy on purchasing and spending. In this approach, if these more valuable vehicles are unaffected by CARS, the regression coefficients will capture this. The first row of panel B shows that there is only an economically small and statistically insignificant effect of CARS on vehicles of make, model, and model year worth on average between $5,000 and $6,500. The coefficients on the indicator variables for different values have the expected pattern, so the less valuable an eligible vehicle is, the more likely it is to be traded in, and the more spending it causes in expectation.

\textsuperscript{7}It is also possible that some people were not aware of the trade-in value of their vehicle and some vehicles worth more than $4,500 were exchanged in error. In this case, we would expect that dealers would not trade in the vehicle under CARS but simply pay the customer $4,500 for the vehicle worth more. In our data, since we do not distinguish these cases, such instances would be included in our measure and be a true effect of the CARS program (although potentially an effect that might not survive repeated CARS-type policies). Such a possibility is consistent with the household responses to the employee-pricing-for-everyone sales event of the summer of 2006 that led to a boom in vehicle sales at prices slightly higher than the previous months (Busse, Simester, and Zettelmeyer 2010).

### Table 4—Trade-in Value and the CARS Program Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample period:</th>
<th>Cumulative purchases and leases of new vehicles (%)</th>
<th>Cumulative dollars spent on new vehicles ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample period:</td>
<td>Through August 2009</td>
<td>Through September 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel A. Baseline sample of vehicles with trade-in value ≤$5,500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker</td>
<td>2.49% (0.75)</td>
<td>2.60% (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × value (in $k)</td>
<td>−0.53 (0.21)</td>
<td>−0.44 (0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>3,548</td>
<td>3,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker effect at $1,500 value</td>
<td>1.70 (0.56)</td>
<td>1.94 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B. Sample of vehicles with trade-in value ≤$6,500

| | Through August 2009 | Through September 2009 | Through August 2009 | Through September 2009 |
| Clunker | 0.46 (0.65) | 0.38 (0.77) | 166.0 (203.2) | 164.8 (234.8) |
| Clunker × (value < $1,000) | 1.50 (0.82) | 1.51 (0.95) | 294.2 (235.6) | 288.2 (266.0) |
| Clunker × ($1,000 < value < $2,500) | 1.04 (0.88) | 1.79 (1.10) | 119.0 (248.0) | 289.4 (306.7) |
| Clunker × ($2,500 < value < $5,000) | 0.48 (0.71) | 1.06 (0.90) | 70.0 (213.9) | 217.4 (260.6) |
| Observations | 4,197 | 3,744 | 4,197 | 3,744 |

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions of the number or value of new vehicle purchases on an indicator for CARS eligibility, Clunker, and its interaction with vehicle trade-in value. Panel A uses the same sample as Table 3, but it includes an interaction with the vehicle’s average trade-in value. Panel B uses an expanded sample—vehicles with trade-in value up to $6,500—and includes interactions of Clunker with indicators for various ranges of trade-in value. The excluded group is vehicles with trade-in value between $5,000 and $6,500. Each regression includes the full set of controls described in Table 3. The standard errors, which are reported in parentheses, are calculated with observations clustered by household.
Households who wanted to participate in CARS either had to have sufficient liquid wealth to purchase the new vehicle outright or they had to have enough liquidity to make a required down payment, sufficient income in excess of existing debt.
payments, and a sufficiently high credit score to be approved for financing or a lease. Roughly 80 percent of new vehicle purchases are financed, so for a large majority of households, the ability to buy a vehicle depends on being approved for financing (or a lease) and having the funds necessary for a down payment.

In this section, we use the CE data to estimate whether the impact of CARS was amplified by the liquidity provided by the up-front economic subsidy and/or dampened by households’ limited debt capacity due to low income, high debt payments, or high mortgage leverage. We find a large amplification of purchases due to the liquidity effect of CARS and little evidence for any reduction in purchases due to limited debt capacity.

**Liquidity.**—We begin by studying how program participation varied with two different measures of liquidity. First, the CE contains information on household indebtedness that allows us to measure differences in the liquidity required to participate in CARS that are distinct from the size of the economic subsidy provided by the program. The CE collects outstanding vehicle debt balances by month and by vehicle for the entire survey period. The survey also collects outstanding unsecured debt balances as of the first and final CE interviews. By observing outstanding vehicle debt, we are able to measure differences in liquidity required to participate in the CARS program. For a would-be participant with a loan secured by its clunker, the liquidity provided by CARS was reduced by the amount of the outstanding loan, which the household would have to repay before using the CARS funds as a down payment. Within our regression sample, 5.7 percent and 7.2 percent have outstanding debt on their eligible and ineligible vehicles, respectively, and 41.2 percent of households have outstanding unsecured debt. Second, the CE contains a measure of household liquid assets—checking and savings account balances. This asset information, however, is missing for a nontrivial share of households and contains significant measurement error: respondents only report balances if they reach the final interview, and they report balances retrospectively for the period over which we analyze vehicle purchases. We divide households into terciles: illiquid households have less than $300 in liquid assets, low-liquidity households have between $300 and $4,500 in liquid assets, and liquid households have more than $4,500.

We find that CARS participation was significantly reduced for households with existing vehicles secured by outstanding loans. As shown in the first column of Table 5, the Clunker coefficient of 2.33 (p < 0.01) indicates that owners of eligible vehicles unencumbered by outstanding loans increased purchases at substantial rates during the CARS program period. The interaction coefficient of −2.80 (p < 0.01), meanwhile, shows that CARS had a much smaller impact on the probability of an old vehicle encumbered by a loan being traded in to purchase a new vehicle. In fact, the point estimates in this first column suggest that there was essentially no response by households with outstanding vehicle loans because CARS provided them an economic subsidy but insufficient liquidity.

This finding implies a powerful effect from the program’s liquidity provision. Notably, the CARS rebate was large enough to eliminate down payment requirements for most buyers. The higher rebate amount of $4,500 (claimed by 71 percent of participants according to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2009)
exceeded the total down payment—cash plus trade-in value—on nearly 70 percent of observed car purchases during the same time period in our CE sample. Thus, our findings are consistent with the CARS program being massively oversubscribed because the subsidy provided immediate liquidity that could be used for a down payment. To be clear, these results do not imply that the program induced purchases only through the liquidity it provided. The program had effects because it induced purchases through the combination of the subsidy and liquidity—and, for some households, through the subsidy alone.

One might be concerned that households with loans against their old vehicles are different than households that own their vehicles outright. Thus, a potential explanation for the lack of participation from households with clunkers encumbered by existing loans is that these households are in an adverse economic position beyond the ability to supply liquidity—they may simply be too poor to purchase a new vehicle regardless of the presence of a subsidy.

An analysis of the economic conditions of households assigned to the clunker and close-to-clunker groups with loans encumbering their vehicle provides mixed evidence. Columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 show summary statistics for these households. Relative to the broader sample of clunker and close-to-clunker households, those
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**Table 5—Household Liquidity and the CARS Program Response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>Number of new vehicles purchased or leased between July and September 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clunker</td>
<td>2.33 2.18 3.42 2.91 3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.78) (0.84) (1.08) (1.13) (1.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × loan on vehicle</td>
<td>−2.80 −2.30 −2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.07) (1.05) (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × unsecured loan</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × assets bottom tercile (&lt;$300)</td>
<td>−1.65 −1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.07) (1.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × assets middle tercile ($300–$4,500, omitted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × assets upper tercile (&gt; $4,500)</td>
<td>−0.69 −0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.42) (1.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × income</td>
<td>−0.01 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01) (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × value</td>
<td>−0.42 −0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.30) (0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>2,673 2,722 2,673 2,106 1,821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** This table reports estimates from regressions of the number of new vehicle purchases on an indicator for CARS program eligibility, Clunker, and its interaction with household financial variables. These variables include indicators for whether the potential trade-in is encumbered by an outstanding loan, whether the household has an outstanding unsecured loan, the tercile of the household’s liquid assets, and the household’s after-tax income. The model includes a control for each financial variable when it is interacted with Clunker. Coefficients are multiplied by 100 to reflect purchase rates in percentage points. The model also includes the full set of control variables used in Table 3. Assets are measured as the sum of reported checking and savings account balances. The regression sample is the same as in Table 3, subject to the further requirement that the financial variables included in the specification are nonmissing in the CE. The standard errors, which are reported in parentheses, are calculated with observations clustered by household.
with outstanding loans on their vehicles have roughly 10 percent lower average incomes. They are also roughly 25 percent more likely to have unsecured debt, though conditional on having unsecured debt, their balances are lower than those in our sample without vehicle loans. Interestingly, average loan amounts on clunkers and close-to-clunker vehicles exceed both average estimated trade-in values and the maximum CARS subsidy of $4,500. The average liquid wealth of these households is also significantly lower than that of households without loans on clunker or close-to-clunker vehicles.

Given these summary statistics, it is not unreasonable to suspect that households with encumbered vehicles might simply not purchase new vehicles. Figure 3 shows that this is not the case by displaying the trade-in dynamics of clunker and close-to-clunker vehicles that are either securing loans or are owned by households with unsecured debt such as credit card balances. Figure 3, panel B shows that among vehicles in the control group, those with outstanding loans are traded in for new vehicles at the same rate as vehicles owned by households with unsecured debt. Thus, vehicles used to secure loans are in fact used in the purchase of new vehicles. Figure 3, panel A shows that among vehicles eligible for CARS, only vehicles associated with unsecured debt are traded in under the CARS program. Clunkers encumbered with debt—and thus requiring more liquidity to participate in CARS—do not respond to the program. This pattern suggests that households that have borrowed against their vehicles can accumulate down payments and thus do buy new cars at rates similar to those of owners of other old vehicles. But such households, on short notice, may not have been able to come up with the down payment needed to take advantage of the large and unexpected economic subsidy provided by CARS.

A more specific version of this hypothesis is that the presence of debt is reducing household participation in CARS rather than the presence of debt secured by the clunker per se. We offer two sets of results to evaluate this alternative to our interpretation. First, we find that CARS take-up is not reduced for households with unsecured loans. The second column of Table 5 shows that the muted program response is not due to the existence of debt in general, nor to the fact that households with debt are somehow different (e.g., they have lower incomes, or they just do not buy new vehicles). The presence of debt that does not secure a vehicle does not mute program participation; the interaction coefficient of 0.27 is small and statistically insignificant. Second, we show that the estimated decline in CARS participation for encumbered vehicles is robust to controlling for measures of the household’s debt capacity and mortgage leverage (see online Appendix Table OA4). These findings are consistent with a difference in program response due to the liquidity requirement for encumbered clunkers rather than a general difference in indebtedness or borrowing capacity.

The remaining columns of Table 5 control directly for the difference in the effect of CARS related to other factors that are possibly correlated with having a loan secured by the clunker, such as income, the value of the clunker, and existing liquidity. Our concern is that poorer households may be more likely to have vehicle loans and also may be generally less likely to purchase new vehicles. Alternatively, our measured effect of an existing loan secured by the vehicle might be due to a correlation between existing auto debt and other variables such as liquid assets
or the vehicle value (and thus the effective subsidy). An initial piece of evidence against this concern is that the likelihood of having a secured loan has a low correlation with potential confounding variables. The only variables for which the correlation exceeds 0.05 in magnitude are liquid assets ($-0.058$) and having an unsecured loan ($0.058$). Consistent with this pattern, the third column of Table 5 shows that such factors are not driving the result; we include interactions with income and vehicle value and continue to find a distinct decline in purchases associated with
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**Figure 3. CARS Response and Outstanding Debt**

*Notes:* This figure plots the cumulative mean rate of new vehicle purchases or leases in four subgroups of the main sample, defined by CARS eligibility (“treated” or “control”) and household indebtedness. Within each panel, we report cumulative purchases or leases separately for vehicles encumbered by a loan and vehicles owned by households with outstanding unsecured loans. In panel A, the treated secured loan rates are zero because there are no purchases for this group.
encumbered vehicles. In the final two columns, we consider whether there is an important role for a loan on a vehicle after controlling for liquidity directly, which we measure as the amount in checking and savings accounts. In sum, the presence of a loan secured by the potential trade-in continues to have a large negative effect on participation in the CARS program even after controlling for liquid wealth and other covariates. These effects are also robust to a number of further checks and placebo tests described in Section VE.

The difference in responses to CARS across households with different levels of liquid assets provides further, albeit statistically weak, evidence about the role of liquidity in program participation. The fourth and fifth columns of Table 5 show that we unfortunately do not have much power to measure these differences (at least in part due to the well-known mismeasurement and missing asset data in the CE). However, point estimates suggest that households with very little liquidity (less than $300) and households with a lot of liquidity (more than $4,500) were both less likely to take up CARS. Households with high levels of liquid wealth respond less to CARS (although not statistically significantly), consistent with their having liquidity without CARS and therefore benefiting less from the liquidity provided by the program. The behavior of households with low liquid wealth is less consistent with an important role for liquidity provision, although liquid assets are poorly measured, and this result is statistically weak.

An alternative interpretation of these results is that liquidity provision was an important determinant of CARS participation because households are averse to drawing down their liquidity to exploit a price subsidy even if they have ample liquidity available to do so. Specifically, the fifth column of Table 5 shows that, even controlling for households’ available liquid wealth, whether or not the CARS program relaxed liquidity requirements remains a significant determinant of program participation.

We are unable to more directly disentangle the relative importance of liquidity constraints and liquidity preference in explaining responses to the CARS program. Ideally, one could test whether CARS participation conditional on having to provide liquidity (having a clunker that secures a loan) was weaker for households more likely to be liquidity constrained. Unfortunately the small subsample of clunker and close-to-clunker vehicles with outstanding loans lacks the power to distinguish further cross-sectional variation in response rates.

**Debt Capacity.**—Having established that liquidity provision was crucial to the CARS program uptake, we now turn to studying the role of debt capacity. Did the ability of households to qualify for loans based on payment-to-income requirements affect response to the program? From the income and balance sheet information reported in the CE, we construct a debt-payment-to-income ratio (the sum of mortgage and vehicle debt payments as a fraction of income) and a mortgage leverage ratio (the total mortgage balance as a fraction of the estimated home value). We then test whether the response to CARS varies with income and indebtedness. Households with more income and home equity have more capacity to repay or secure additional borrowing. If the supply of credit were constraining CARS participation, one would therefore expect limited participation by households with low incomes, high payments-to-income ratios, and high mortgage leverage.
Table 6—Household Debt Capacity and CARS Program Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>Number of new vehicles purchased or leased between July and September 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clunker</td>
<td>1.97 (0.85) 1.32 (0.80) 1.23 (1.32) 2.12 (0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × income bottom tercile (&lt;$24,000)</td>
<td>−0.21 (0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × income middle tercile ($24,000–$57,500, omitted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × income upper tercile (&gt; $57,500)</td>
<td>−0.58 (1.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × (PTI already &gt; 1/3)</td>
<td>1.87 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × (PTI &gt; 1/3 if $0 &lt; payment &lt; $500, omitted)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × mortgage LTV bottom tercile (LTV = 0)</td>
<td>1.04 (1.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × mortgage LTV middle tercile (0 &lt; LTV &lt; 0.5, omitted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × mortgage LTV upper tercile (LTV &gt; 0.5)</td>
<td>1.25 (1.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × negative home equity (indicator)</td>
<td>−0.47 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>3,162 2,722 2,010 2,010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports estimates from regressions of the number of new vehicle purchases on an indicator for CARS program eligibility, Clunker, and its interaction with household financial variables. These variables include indicators for ranges of household income, debt-payment-to-income ratio, mortgage-loan-to-value ratio, and an indicator for negative home equity. The model includes a control for each financial variable when it is interacted with Clunker. Coefficients are multiplied by 100 to reflect purchase rates in percentage points. The model also includes the full set of control variables used in Table 3. The payment-to-income ratio (PTI) indicators consider whether a household’s PTI would be above one-third after including a hypothetical new debt payment of various sizes. The regression sample is the same as in Table 3, subject to the further requirement that the financial variables included in the specification are nonmissing in the CE. The standard errors, which are reported in parentheses, are calculated with observations clustered by household.

Table 6 presents the results of our analyses. First, as shown in the first column, the baseline effect of the CARS program remains, and there is little statistical or economic difference in the impact of CARS across income terciles. Households in the bottom tercile of the sample, with annual after-tax income below $24,000, still respond strongly to the program. Their purchases increase by a statistically significant 1.76 percent when they own a clunker rather than a close-to-clunker.8 Second, we measure each household’s capacity to take on additional monthly payments before reaching a payment-to-income ratio of one-third or greater. As shown in the second column of Table 6, CARS participation is actually highest for households with the least debt capacity, although this effect is again statistically weak. While it may be a statistical fluke, it does not appear that high existing debt levels constrained participation. Finally, we examine the impact of existing mortgage debt.

8 This effect is calculated by adding the 1.97 coefficient on Clunker with the −0.21 coefficient on the Clunker-income bottom tercile interaction.
The last two columns show that both homeowners without mortgages and those with loan-to-value ratios in excess of 50 percent were more likely to participate in CARS, although, as before, this result is statistically insignificant. In the final specification, when we sum the coefficients on Clunker and its interaction with the indicator for negative home equity, we see that homeowners increased purchases by 1.66 percent even when they lacked equity to support further mortgage borrowing. In each of these models, we lack the statistical power to draw strong conclusions on how responses varied with debt capacity within our sample. Nevertheless, we find strong CARS participation among the various subsets of households for which debt capacity is most limited, which suggests that debt capacity did not substantially constrain CARS participation.

Why did debt capacity play so limited a role? One possible reason is that given a large enough down payment, lenders were willing to finance purchases based on collateral value of the new vehicle. Automobiles provide solid collateral that is easier to repossess and resell than a home for example, and the CARS subsidy alone provides a 20 percent down payment at the average new car price of vehicles purchased using CARS.

However, an important issue to consider is whether measurement error in debt payments and income prevents us from identifying borrowing constraints. Our measure of debt-payment-to-income is similar to the measure that Johnson and Li (2010) analyzes using both the CE and the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF). That study presents two relevant findings. First, households in the SCF are substantially more likely to be turned down for credit when they have a high payment-to-income ratio, which indicates that survey-based payment-to-income ratios can effectively measure borrowing constraints. Second, the study validates, to some extent, the quality of the CE liability data by showing that the distribution of debt payment to income is remarkably similar in the SCF and CE samples. So, while we cannot rule out the possibility that measurement error is obscuring a debt capacity constraint in CARS participation, the evidence from prior work suggests that the CE is measuring real variation in debt capacity.

D. Intertemporal Substitution

Having analyzed the contemporaneous impact of the CARS program, we now turn to analyzing the longer run response after the program ended. Figure 4, panel A and online Appendix Table OA2 display expanded versions of the results reported in panel A of Table 3. Figure 4, panel A plots the difference in the cumulative share of trade-ins for new vehicles between the treatment group of eligible vehicles and the similar group of ineligible vehicles from July 2009 to April 2010 (Figure 4, panel B plots each of these series separately). The figures reveal two points about the dynamics of the response to CARS.

The first finding is that the increase in purchases caused by CARS lasted for a few months—the effect of CARS was not immediately reversed by lower sales in the few months that followed the program. Our point estimates suggest that the effect of CARS on new vehicles transactions actually continued to rise until November, although this rise is statistically and economically small. We do not treat
this increase as part of the main effect of the CARS program and suspect it is due to statistical measurement error.

The second main finding in Figure 4 is that following November 2009, there is a rapid reversal in the differential cumulative purchases between households with clunkers and those with close-to-clunkers. The effect of the CARS program reverses
quickly, so that by January 2010, there is no longer a statistically significant effect of CARS. By March 2010, the point estimate of the effect of CARS on new vehicle transactions is estimated to be zero, and by April it is slightly negative.

While this result confirms the intertemporal substitution documented in both Mian and Sufi (2012) and Hoekstra, Puller, and West (2017), our evidence is comparatively statistically weak. The shortcoming of the CE data is that households enter the survey on a rolling monthly basis and remain for only 12 months. As a result, roughly one-twelfth of the households from the June 2009 cohort exit the survey in each month, leading to greater statistical uncertainty at longer horizons. Indeed, Figure 4, panel B shows that much of the spending reversal that we find relates to a decline in cumulative purchases within the treatment group, which is impossible in a fixed cohort but arises in our sample due to the small sample and the attrition of treatment group members that happened to purchase new vehicles.

Would we expect a similar level of near-complete reversal in demand in future CARS-type programs? It is possible that intertemporal substitution was so large in part because CARS was terminated early due to funding. The households that were able to take advantage of CARS quickly may have disproportionately been those who were preparing to purchase a vehicle in the near term anyway. Another factor possibly affecting the measured reversal in demand is that CARS was implemented rapidly after announcement. If CARS reduced the relative supply of the types of vehicles that eligible households would choose, then the measured reversal might partly be due to a low relative supply of vehicles typically chosen by eligible households relative to vehicles typically chosen by the control group. But this requires different tastes across groups and little substitution. Further, CARS was implemented when the automobile industry was producing well below capacity, although also when it was just emerging from bankruptcy.

E. Placebo Tests and Robustness

We cannot directly test our identifying assumption that vehicle purchases would have been similar in the treatment and control groups in the absence of CARS in the summer of 2009. However, we can test for evidence of bias in our estimation procedure by checking that our methodology correctly measures that CARS had no effect in periods or for outcomes that should be unaffected by CARS. First, we check whether there was any differential purchase or lease of new vehicles in June of 2009 before the program started, which might indicate bias in our estimated program impact. Second, we check whether there is any difference in purchases between similarly defined treatment and control groups over the same months of 2008, a year in which the CARS program was not run. Third, we check whether there is any difference in transactions during the CARS period for used vehicles that would not have qualified for the CARS subsidy.

One might have been concerned that the large response of CARS-eligible vehicles was in part due to households delaying purchase from preceding months to take advantage of the CARS rebate. We reestimate equation (2) with the dependent variable measuring purchases during June 2009, the month before the program. We find an economically small and statistically insignificant effect of the CARS in June of
0.21 with a standard error of 0.25 (reported in Table OA3 in the online Appendix). The fact that we estimate a positive rather than negative coefficient suggests (somewhat surprisingly) that households did not significantly delay purchases prior to CARS.

Second, using 2008 data, we follow identical sample procedures to construct treatment and control groups, and we run our analysis in exactly the same months of 2008, during which the CARS rebate was not available. Figure 5 plots the coefficients starting in July 2008 and is completely analogous to Figure 4, panel A, which starts in July 2009. The treatment and control groups purchase or lease new cars at similar rates in July, August, and September of 2008. Although this difference is statistically weak, if anything, the control group has a slightly higher rate of purchase. Panel A of Table 7 shows that we also find no difference in purchases through September of 2008 when we include the full set of control variables.

Third, we estimate equation (2) but with the dependent variable replaced by cumulative purchases or leases of used vehicles during the CARS period. Panel B of Table 7 shows that there is no evidence of any difference in purchases of used vehicles caused by CARS: all coefficients are less than one standard error distance from zero. Thus our procedure does not appear to be picking up any differences between treatment and control group in the propensity to purchase vehicles in general that would apply to both new and used vehicles. In sum, these placebo tests do not reject the validity of our identifying assumptions or the resulting estimates of the impact of the CARS program.

**Figure 5. Placebo Test: Cumulative Change in Purchases during 2008**

*Notes:* This figure plots the full set of Clunker coefficients and 95 percent confidence intervals for the model reported in Table 7, panel A. For each month between July 2008 and April 2009, the coefficient measures the cumulative difference (since July 2008) in the rate of new vehicle purchases associated with hypothetically eligible vehicles compared to similar ineligible vehicles.
Our results are also robust to a number of alternative reasonable assumptions about the sample and the dependent variable, as we show in online Appendix Table OA3. One might be concerned, for example, that our results are driven by vehicles at the very low and high ends of MPG in our sample, which may be quite different. When we reduce the sample size by narrowing the range of fuel efficiency in our sample to 16 to 21 MPG, we find a slightly larger program response of 1.74 percent through September, but we lose statistical power, as the standard error more than doubles to 0.97. Another concern is that our sample restriction to make, model, and model years with less than $5,000 trade-in value omits some vehicles that are worth much less than the average for their make, model, and model year and for which CARS may have an effect. In an expanded sample of vehicles with average trade-in value less than or equal to $6,500, we find an estimated effect of CARS of a 1.61 percent ($p < 0.01$) increased probability of purchase. We also find similar results when we conduct our analysis at the household level rather than the vehicle level, an alternative assumption that reduces the effective variation in the data slightly (see column 4 in online Appendix Table OA3). A third concern is that CARS causes

**Table 7—Placebo Tests of CARS Program Response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>Number of new vehicles purchased or leased between July and September 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel A. Analysis of placebo period, 2008</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker</td>
<td>$-0.36$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × value</td>
<td>$-0.09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × loan on vehicle</td>
<td>$-0.31$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × income</td>
<td>$0.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>$3,003$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel B. Analysis of placebo outcome, used vehicle purchases</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker</td>
<td>$0.58$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × value</td>
<td>$-0.04$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × loan on vehicle</td>
<td>$1.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clunker × income</td>
<td>$0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>$3,162$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: This table reports regression estimates from two placebo tests. Panel A reports analysis of CARS as if it had run in July and August of 2008. Following an identical procedure to our main analysis, we classify vehicles owned as of June 2008 according to their hypothetical eligibility for CARS and estimate the cumulative new vehicle purchases or leases associated with eligible vehicles compared to ineligible vehicles. Panel B reports analysis of used vehicle purchases, which were not eligible for the CARS rebate. Repeating the main analysis of Table 3, panel A, we estimate the impact of CARS on used vehicle purchases. Coefficients are multiplied by 100 to reflect purchase rates in percentage points. Each model includes the full set of control variables listed in Table 3. The standard errors, which are reported in parentheses, are calculated with observations clustered by household.*
some people to scrap an old vehicle to make a purchase that they otherwise would have made while continuing to hold on to their old vehicle. Such behavior could bias upward our measured effect of CARS on purchases. For such people taking advantage of CARS, we would count the purchase because of the associated trade-in, while for such people with ineligible vehicles, we would not count their purchase because it would not be associated with a trade-in. To investigate this possibility, we replace our dependent variable with the cumulative purchases or leases of all new vehicles rather than just those associated with the disposal of a vehicle by a household. Instead of a lower effect of CARS however, we find a slightly larger measured effect. In sum, our results are generally robust to reasonable alternatives.

Finally, we provide further evidence that our findings on the importance of liquidity provision by CARS are not instead driven by other factors. As discussed in the previous section, we obtain our main liquidity findings by comparing the response to CARS of potential trade-in vehicles with and without outstanding loans. If the difference in trade-in rates between cars with and without outstanding loans were driven by something other than the differential liquidity provided to these groups by the CARS program, then these differences should also appear in our placebo analyses using purchases in 2008 and purchases of used vehicles. Including the interaction with outstanding loan in each placebo test, the presence of a loan securing a vehicle has a statistically insignificant (and if anything positive) effect on participation in pseudo-CARS (see Table 7). We also address the concern that our estimates of treatment effect heterogeneity with respect to liquidity may actually be capturing treatment heterogeneity in other dimensions. As we show in Table OA4 of the online Appendix, our findings are robust to allowing for the response to CARS to also vary with income, existing payment-to-income ratio, and mortgage loan-to-home value terciles. Finally, we continue to find a strong negative effect of having a loan secured by a vehicle when we control for a broader measure of wealth rather than just liquid wealth.

In summary, our estimates of the response to the CARS program appear to be well identified and not driven by several possible biases or sources of mismeasurement. We now turn to using these estimates to study the aggregate effects of the program.

F. Partial Equilibrium Impact on Aggregate Demand for Vehicles

We use our vehicle-level estimates to draw inferences about the aggregate impact of the CARS program on the number and dollar value of vehicle purchases. Below, we describe this calculation and compare our estimate of aggregate impact to the estimates of prior studies.

First, we estimate the number of CARS-eligible vehicles in the United States. Assuming vehicle ownership is unrelated to CE data being missing, we use the CE sample weights scaled up for missing data to estimate that there were 35,423,323 CARS-eligible vehicles with value less than $5,000. We also calculate an alternative measure using the Polk data on registrations merged with vehicle values from Edmunds. This calculation yields a similar number: 38,737,677 such vehicles.

Second, we multiply the number of CARS-eligible vehicles by the number of purchases per CARS-eligible vehicle estimated in Section VA. According to the
first column of Table 3, the CARS program raised the probability of purchase by 1.42 percent over the 3-month period from June to September 2009. To calculate the number of vehicle purchases at the time of the program caused by CARS, we multiply the percentage increase in purchases per CARS-eligible vehicle by the total number of CARS-eligible vehicles, which implies that the CARS program directly caused an additional 506,553 purchases or leases of new vehicles between July and September 2009 based on our CE estimate. The corresponding number from the Polk–Edmunds total is 553,949.

Third and finally, we calculate the impact on aggregate demand using the average reported purchase price in the CE data for new vehicle purchases between July and September 2009 with trade-in value of $3,500 or $4,500. This average purchase price of $22,283 is very close to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (2009b) report of the average MSRP of vehicles purchased using the CARS program, which is $22,453. These numbers imply that the CARS program raised demand by $11 billion in incremental purchases or leases (506,553 purchases × $22,283 per purchase) according to our CE-based estimate or $12 billion according to our Polk-Edmunds based estimate. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (2009), just under half of the vehicles purchased were produced domestically, and vehicles purchased that were produced domestically were slightly more expensive than those that were imported.

Our baseline estimates therefore imply that the CARS program increased demand (meaning a partial equilibrium accounting estimate) for durable goods by $11 billion in the third quarter of 2009, or by $44 billion at an annual rate. In terms of the expenditure accounts, roughly half of this was an increase in demand for imported vehicles, and potentially some of the demand was met through reduced inventory investment (of imported and domestically produced goods), so the impact on production was almost surely less than the full $44 billion (again in a partial equilibrium accounting sense). Due to inventory reduction, the accounting effect on national income is likely larger than the production-side effect and may be closer (at least contemporaneously) to the complete $44 billion. To put these numbers in perspective, GDP increased by $43.7 billion in the third quarter of 2009, coinciding with the end of the recession (the NBER dates the trough as June). Real GDP had fallen $200 billion per quarter in the two worst quarters of the recession—the last quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009—and it fell by $43.5 billion in the second quarter immediately before CARS.

Our estimate of the aggregate impact is within the range of estimates reported in prior studies but at the high end of the range. Based on transactions in other periods and the prevalence of CARS-eligible vehicles, the Council of Economic Advisers (2009) estimates that 240,000 of the purchases made under the CARS program would have occurred anyway, so CARS caused 440,000 additional purchases. Based on a survey of households that participated in CARS, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (2009) estimates that CARS caused an additional

---

9 At the time of the program, however, the economy was just emerging from the Great Recession, so coincident changes to incomes, wealth, and uncertainty could also be responsible for deviations from the estimated path of sales.
600,000 purchases. Mian and Sufi (2012) estimates that CARS caused between 340,000 and 400,000 new purchases. However, their analysis may underestimate the program’s impact. They assume CARS caused no purchases in cities with a bottom-decile share of clunkers, despite the fact that these cities still had 5.8 clunkers per 2004 purchase (compared to a city average of 9.9).\(^{10}\) Li, Linn, and Spiller (2013) considers the experience of Canada as a counterfactual to the United States and estimate 370,000 incremental purchases due to CARS.

VI. Conclusion and Discussion

This paper uses household expenditure data to evaluate the CARS stimulus program and investigate whether financial frictions dampened the response to the program. To identify the program impact, we compare purchases by owners of eligible vehicles to purchases by owners of ineligible vehicles with similar value but fuel economy above the CARS program cutoff. We also use information on households’ assets and liabilities, unique to our evaluation of CARS, to understand whether take-up varied with the liquidity provision of the program, the liquid assets and debt capacity of households, and the size of the program subsidy.

Our estimates of the average effect of the CARS program lie within the range of previous estimates. We provide new evidence that take-up increased with the size of the economic subsidy, which was the official credit less the value of the trade-in. In aggregate, we find that during the period of the program, purchases using CARS-eligible vehicles doubled relative to the comparison group, generating roughly $11 billion in additional (partial equilibrium) demand from a Federal outlay of only $2.9 billion. However, consistent with theory and previous research, this large effect was due to short-term intertemporal substitution in response to the temporary price subsidy: although we have limited power, our point estimates suggest that cumulative (partial equilibrium) auto sales were unaffected by the program seven months after its initiation.

Our most novel finding is that the large response to CARS was significantly reliant on the liquidity it provided. Since roughly 80 percent of new vehicle purchases are financed, a household’s ability to borrow and willingness to draw down liquidity for a down payment was critical for its participation in CARS. By offering a large credit available at the time of sale, CARS provided liquidity that could be used to meet the down payment requirement typical of a new vehicle loan. For households with preexisting loans on their potential trade-in vehicles, however, participation required further liquidity to immediately repay the loan on the scrapped vehicle. We show that program participation decreased significantly for these households, even when controlling for any differences in their income, liquid assets, existing car value and the economic subsidy offered by trading it in. This is consistent with households valuing not only the price subsidy provided by CARS but also the fact that the CARS rebate allowed households to purchase a new vehicle without depleting liquidity in the depths of the Great Recession. While statistical power is limited,

\(^{10}\)If one assumed that CARS had an effect on purchases in these bottom-decile cities, this would raise the estimated aggregate effect by a factor of \(9.9/(9.9 − 5.8)\), to 893,000.
we find no direct evidence of an explicit role of liquidity constraints or other financial frictions—there are no measurable differences in take-up for households with unsecured outstanding debts, nor any evidence that household responses were constrained by debt capacity. Households with modest income, high debt-payment-to-income ratios, and high mortgage leverage all show strong responses to the program. Again, because of the statistical imprecision of these estimates, we are unable to determine the extent to which the importance of liquidity provision for CARS participation is due to explicit liquidity constraints or due instead to a preference to preserve liquidity during times of significant uncertainty.

Our findings offer lessons for the design of similar programs. The responses to such programs are larger if subsidies are timed so that they can contribute to down payments and alleviate liquidity requirements of participation rather than given as tax incentives to be paid at later dates. We would also expect significantly lower responses if subsidies were insufficient to contribute a substantial portion of the typical down payment. While larger subsidies would draw in more households, we would expect the per-dollar responses to be lower, as additional funds beyond typical down payment amounts would have only a subsidy benefit and not also a liquidity benefit.
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